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Strategy SRT

SRT

Appreciating products –  
harmony and scale

Part 1 – Creating harmony through choosing shapes 
and colours

What to do

1  Working in pairs, colour in all the shapes on the ‘Shapes 
sheet’ using strongly contrasting colours.  Try to lay the colour 
on as evenly as possible.  Don’t worry if you go over the 
borders.

2  Carefully cut our the shapes.

3  Arrange as many of them as you wish on an A4 sheet of paper 
until to you have a harmonious, balanced composition.  If 
necessary, get another ‘Shapes sheet’ and colour in more 
shapes.

4  When you are satisfied, paste them onto the paper.

5  Discuss with your partner why it looks good. Compare it with 
others.

6  Repeat this task using colours that are close to each other on 
the colour circle.

7  Discuss with your partner which composition is more pleasing 
– the one with strongly contrasting colours or the one with 
similar colours.
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Student’s Book:

Appealing to our senses 
pages 5-6 Colour page 7

Time available:

60 minutes

You will learn:

To understand how to use 
colour in composition and to 
think about scale in products.

You will need:

Coloured pencils 

Marker pens

Scissors

A4 paper

Glue stick 

Shapes sheet’ 

Part 2:

Access to products listed

❏	
❏
❏	

❏	
❏
❏

❏	
What to write

◆ Use short notes to explain why you prefer one arrangement of shapes and colours.

Part 2 – Thinking about scale in products

What to do

1  Collect one of the following, or similar, products from your teacher:

◆	 simple tape player;      	 ◆		 small radio;             ◆		 pager;     ◆	 mobile phone;  

◆			TV controller;   ◆			portable compact disc player;     ◆	 earphones.

2  Make a simple, accurate sketch of the product, making sure to keep all the parts in the correct 
proportion.

3  Now redraw the product three times (you can use tracing paper or layout paper to make this 
quicker) and each time make a particular part of the product much larger but do not change the 
sizes of the other parts.

4  Look at your collection of drawings and discuss them with your friends to answer these questions.

◆	 Does increasing the size of any of the pans improve the appearance of the product?

◆	 Does increasing the size of any of the parts worsen the appearance of the product?

◆	 Does increasing the size of any of the parts have no effect on the appearance of the product?

What to write

◆	 Use short notes to summarise your discussion and give reasons for your answers.

Homework suggestion

Use your findings about harmony and scale to redesign a product of your choice.
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